PRESS RELEASE

Mobitex Technology Wins Important Network Contract in Mexico
May 9, 2007 - Mobitex Technology AB has been awarded a contract by Comunicaciones
Nacionales Troncalizadas, SA de CV (CONATRON), a wireless service provider and network
operator in Mexico, to supply and build a Mobitex™ network to cover Mexico City and its suburbs.
The Mobitex™ network will enable CONATRON to offer wireless services to users with very high
demands on security and reliability, such as EFT/POS operations and Public Safety organizations.

CONATRON will initially focus on the electronic-funds-transfer and credit card markets where they see a
clear need for the kind of secure services Mobitex excels in delivering. “Mobitex has since long been an
established and successful carrier of data for credit card validations, serving a variety of operations such
as taxi companies, home delivery agencies, sports arenas and venue fairs. Because of the mobility of the
wireless card readers, the merchants can take their business to the customers instead of vice versa”,
says Maria Ekström (Business Manager, Mobitex Technology AB).

Another aspect important to merchants is the longevity of their terminal investments. Mobitex is a stable
and proven technology, meaning that the card reader terminal bought today can be used for many years
to come without the need of making further investments.

”We chose Mobitex because of its reputation as the most secure and reliable wireless infrastructure”,
says Armando Escalante (CEO and President of CONATRON). “The wireless market in Mexico is highly
competitive. We need to offer services that exceed the ones of our competitors and we need to do it fast.
Mobitex provides the tools we need”, Mr. Escalante concludes. The first service offering is expected to hit
the market shortly.

The contract also involves the latest Mobitex product - the Software Switch. The new switch consolidates
switch related functionality previously stored on several hardware devices into one standard, cost efficient
and user-friendly hardware platform, reducing both CAPEX and OPEX for the operator, facilitating
competitive service tariffs for the users.

About CONATRON
CONATRON is a Mexican based telecommunications company, established in 1995, and licensed by the
Federal Communications Committee (FCC) as a public network operator.
The company’s new Board of Directors has a clear vision and strong ambition to become the operator of
choice for companies requiring the highest service level for their wireless communications. CONATRON
will serve companies in Mexico City and its surroundings with competitive and proven solutions similar to
the many successful applications offered by other Mobitex operators globally.

About Mobitex Technology AB
Mobitex Technology AB develops, sells and supports wireless Mobitex™ systems. Mobitex is a wireless
technology for dedicated narrow band data with high security and quality. The Mobitex technology has a
number of unique qualities and the technology guarantees a safe and fast data transfer for short and
frequent messages. Mobitex networks have been supplied in some 30 countries worldwide, and are used
by more than 100 police and public safety authorities. Other important areas where Mobitex is expanding
are machine-to-machine communication such as alarm systems, wireless money transactions, and
telemetry for the electricity and utility markets.

More Information:
http://www.mobitex.com/campaign/Entry_pages_press/Conatron/Conatron.htm
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